Old Kersbrook Loop Trail Information

Distances and times: Full loop is 7.5 km, allow 2.5 hrs to walk. Western loop is 4.5 km, allow 1.5 hrs to walk. Eastern loop is 5.5 km, allow 2 hrs to walk. Cycling will take less time. (The western and eastern loops include a section of the Devils Gully Link Trail between checkpoints OK02 and OK03).

This dual-use loop trail is for walkers and cyclists. It begins at fire gate KE 6 near the carpark at the end of Kersbrook Forest Road and traverses a network of fire tracks through native forest and pine plantation, with good views over surrounding farmland.

The trail is identified with distinctive yellow and black markers and also includes map orientation plates and checkpoint markers at key trail junctions. The trail can be traversed in either direction.

Horse riding is not permitted in the Kersbrook Native Forest Reserve

Mount Crawford Forest
(Old Kersbrook Locality)

Horse riding is not permitted in the Kersbrook Native Forest Reserve

For your safety, forest reserves are closed to the public on days of declared total fire ban.